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Abstract. Organizations must gain insights into often fragmented and isolated
data assets and overcome data silos to profitably leverage data as a strategic
resource. Data catalogs are an increasingly popular approach to achieving these
objectives. Despite the perceived importance of data catalogs in practice, relatively
little research exists on how to design corporate data catalogs. It is also obvious
that the existing market solutions have to be customized to the specific organiza-
tional needs. This paper presents a list of functional requirements for enterprise
data catalogs extracted from a systematic literature review. The requirements can
be used to frame and guide more specific research on data catalogs as well as for
system selection and customization in practice.
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1 Introduction

Recent technological developments in cloud provisioning, analytics technologies, and
the Internet of Things foster data collection and analytics which in turn create novel
opportunities for organizations to gain a competitive advantage [1]. The automotive
industry, for instance, is impacted by analytics-based innovations in manufacturing,
product design (i.e., connected and autonomous cars), collaborative services, and –
based on that – novel business models [2, 3]. In other industries, too, organizations are
increasingly trying to monetize their data together with the own employees’ knowledge
and are trying to bundle them to knowledge-intensive services [4]. In doing so, refined
data acts as a key strategic resource for organizations that supports identifying optimiza-
tion opportunities and sustainable efficiency gains in business processes [5]. To leverage
these opportunities, organizations require integration and harmonization of data within
and beyond the organizational boundaries [6].

Consequently, organizations need an overview of distributed data assets to acquire
a sufficient understanding of the data inventory already available to fully exploit the
potential of refined data [6]. Typically, the available data is fragmented. It is stored in a
multitude of disparate IT systems by numerous departments as well as external actors,
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resulting in isolated data silos. Data silos are also a significant hurdle to overcome as
suppliers, customers, and the manufacturing organizations themselves are trying to form
data ecosystems with big data analytics that lead to even more complex data landscapes.
Increasing complexity and, at the same time, decreasing transparency about existing data
inventories hamper the discoverability of meaningful datasets and obscure important
information about the interrelationships of data, as well as collaboration possibilities
of actors, remain hidden. The search processes for relevant data have become long and
costly [7]. This, in turn, firstly impedes the provision of knowledge services. Secondly,
it prevents relevant initiatives e.g., for self-service analytics and data democratization, in
which employees of operational departments are directly involved in value creation and
empowered to perform analytics and share data assets without dedicated data experts [8,
9].

To overcome these challenges, organizations require robust data management con-
cepts [10]. Data catalogs are established solutions to tackle those [9]. A data catalog is
an enterprise system for metadata management and data curation [11]. It functions as
a knowledge and collaboration hub, supports organizations in building sovereign data
infrastructures in continuously expanding networks [11], and supports data analysts and
other data consumers during the search for data sets, storage locations, intended uses,
and other essential information, thus ensuring a better understanding of the existing data
landscapes [12].

Multiple commercial (e.g., IBM, AWS or Oracle) and open-source (e.g., Apache
Atlas) tools for cataloging are available [11, 14]. It needs to be considered that these are
designable and customizable systems that usually cannot be applied off-the-shelf and
their tailoring and organizational and technical implementation are non-trivial tasks.
Despite the criticality of data catalogs for software-intensive business, issues of their
design remain largely under-researched [8]. An initial analysis of the current scientific
research literature reveals a lack of design-oriented research and results regarding the
subject of enterprise data catalogs. Existing literature reviews indicate that the current
research literature has so far mainly concentrated on domain-specific “open data” topic
e.g. in the realms of government data, research data, or geospatial data, and is therefore
not directly applicable to enterprise scenarios [15]. This state reveals a research gap in
the design of enterprise data catalogs, especially in the industrial and inter-organizational
data ecosystem contexts. Therefore, we ask:What are the relevant requirements to design
enterprise data catalogs?

Reflecting on the state of research on data catalogs in the enterprise context, con-
firms the need for further scientific research on the design and implementation of enter-
prise data catalogs. For this reason, this paper particularly aims to identify and extract
functional requirements for enterprise data catalogs from a systematic analysis of the
scientific body of knowledge.

2 Data Catalogs and Metadata Management

Enterprise data catalogs are recognized as enterprise information systems to collect,
create and maintain contextual information (i.e., metadata) from heterogeneous source
systems [15]. They are context-specific digital data directories in which metadata, i.e.,
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data about data, for all existing data objects can be stored centrally andmanaged securely
in order to catalog them in a way that adds value [5]. In an enterprise architecture, data
catalogs complement other existing systems for working with data. Functional models
often see data catalogs as complementary to data lakes and they are sought to ensure
that the data lakes remain manageable and do not become data swamps [10, 16]. They
are usually stand-alone software systems (as evidenced by the existing software product
landscape [11]) that work hand-in-hand with other data-related subsystems of an enter-
prise data architecture. For instance, while data quality tools specialize in identifying
data problems and fixing them (e.g., through format alignment, standardization, cleans-
ing, and profiling) [17, 18], data catalogs can make the qualified data assets accessible
to different roles [11]. In the cross-organizational context of data ecosystems, data cat-
alogs function, for example, complementary to data marketplaces, which provide data
brokerage services [10], integrated in interoperable data platforms [11, 19]. To conclude,
data catalogs are an integral part of data-driven solutions and thus of software-intensive
business, supporting business intelligence and analytics within enterprises or a data
ecosystem.

In the existing academic research literature, enterprise data catalogs are associated
with data democratization. “Data democratization” implies that non-IT employees are
given access to existing data sets and are empowered to use them for data-driven purposes
[8]. Accordingly, by providing a conceptual structure as well as various data access
functions, data catalogs should facilitate findability, accessibility, interoperability,
and reusability (FAIR principles) of data assets for the different casual and technical
(i.e., analytics experts) users to support the democratization of data. In the literature,
this is considered one of the core benefits of their deployment. For this purpose, data
catalogs can provide appropriate search mechanisms so that users can discover data sets
for their specific use cases [8]. A pertinent design of a data catalog should therefore
ensure that the different users can find out which data objects are registered and provide
consistent descriptions of the data assets and their locations [8, 20]. Therefore, data
catalogs simultaneously function as abstractions of various documentation levels and
thereby should facilitate a centralized data access point within and across organizational
borders (in a setting with a data catalog that supports a data ecosystem) [11]. Once a
user has identified appropriate data sets, they should be made accessible directly through
the data catalog. Since data catalog implementation aims to make data from different
domains and previous data silos available and usable, ensuring the comprehensive quality
of data sets scattered in heterogeneous source systems [21], an assessment of the quality
of the registered objects plays an eminent role, as this is the only way to generate actual
added value for the data consumer. The main component of a data catalog to make
data searches possible is the so-called data inventory, which models and describes the
available data supply [8]. Data might be manually captured by users or automatically
collected through interactions with the respective source systems; particularly when
pre-built metadata models foster a standardized data capture [8, 22]. Another essential
aspect of the data inventory is the detailed documentation of the data sequence (also
known as data lineage). Data lineage describes the ability to trace data records back
to their original source, i.e., data provenance [5, 15, 22, 23]. Because data catalogs are
intended to replace manual searches, they should be able to consolidate and automate
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the corresponding processes which are otherwise often time-consuming and inefficient
[8, 23, 24].

Since enterprise data catalogs support metadata management, this section also
presents the related work on metadata. Metadata includes information about data sets
and can be generated either manually by the data creator or automatically by a system.
Metadata can include information about the data creator, record contents and contexts,
or timestamps of data creation [25]. In data management, metadata is significant in facil-
itating access, management and sharing of structured and unstructured data [26]. The
National Information Standards Organization (NISO) supports this statement and adds
that consistently maintained and structured metadata are used, on the one hand, to help
users find appropriate data sets in heterogeneous data structures of information systems
and, on the other hand, to capture and subsequently share essential information about
these data, thereby promoting data understanding and transparency [27]. Three metadata
types can be distinguished [27]:

• Descriptive metadata (1) provides information about the content of data sets and
makes it easier for data consumers to identify and understand appropriate data objects
for their specific use or research purpose. Exemplary metadata elements are titles,
descriptions, or keywords.

• Administrative metadata (2) is a collective term for data related to managing or cre-
ating data sets and can be divided into three segments: 1. Technical metadata, such as
information about the physical structure of the data set, such as file format, software
used, or encoding; 2. Legal metadata, such as information about access rights, copy-
right restrictions, or intellectual property rights; 3. Data provenance metadata, such
as information about the lineage, last modifications, and reasons for the creation of
the data set. The information provided thus assists users in interpreting the identified
datasets.

• Structural metadata (3) represents the relationship and interaction between the sub-
elements of the data set, such as the hierarchy levels or foreign-key-relationships.

Other metadata classifications may also be useful for the discovery of data sets.
For example, metadata can be divided into business metadata (i.e., information about
the business context and policies), operational metadata (i.e., the information generated
automatically during data processing, such as the information about data quality), and
technical metadata (i.e., information about the data structure such as the data format
or scheme) [28, 29]. This classification can be beneficial because business metadata
promotes data understanding by technical or non-technical-savvy staff and enhances
interdisciplinary exploration and interpretation of data sets, while operational meta-
data enables the derivation of insights related to quality development, security, and
compliance, and technical metadata is used to document data composition and types
[23]. The different existing metadata typologies are often interrelated and, therefore, not
always generated and documented separately [29]. Finally, it is helpful to reconstruct
the lifecycle of data elements through consistent metadata to enable the search of data
objects within complex information systems. Thus, metadata promises to provide real
economic value when, for example, it is at least partially automated, and previously
collected information is reused to avoid redundant or obsolete metadata and streamline
the curating process [30]. When metadata is generated in a way that is readable by both
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machines and humans, it promotes interoperability and integration of metadata on the
one hand, and allows data sets to be described, discovered, and contextualized [25, 27,
30]. To achieve this, enterprise data catalogs represent the information systems to realize
metadata documentation and provisioning [24].

3 Methodology

As a literature review aims to synthesize the existing state of knowledge on a selected
phenomenon, we consider it to be a suitable research methodology for extracting func-
tional requirements for enterprise data catalogs as a form of codified design knowledge.
We follow established guidelines for a systematic concept-centric literature review on
a database level [31]. For the definition of the sample of relevant literature sources,
we started with an unsystematic literature search on Google Scholar EBSCOhost and
ScienceDirect (with the generic search terms “Data Catalog”) which helped us pinpoint-
ing more specific search criteria. From the results we refined the following keywords:
‘data catalog’, ‘metadata catalog’, ‘enterprise’, ‘data repository’, and ‘data register’. The
publication period was set to 2006–2023 as data catalogs in their current form repre-
sent a relatively new concept. Another relevant selection filter was the accessibility of
the publications as well as a focus on conference and journal contributions (academic
journals, conference papers, or proceedings): We tried to avoid that incomplete texts,
non-accessible papers, or non-peer-reviewed articles. In total, we formulated two search
terms that we applied separately across the five databasesWeb of Science, SpringerLink,
ACM Digital Library, IEEEXplore, and AISeL:

1. “data catalog*” OR “metadata catalog*”
2. “data catalog*” AND enterprise

This generated a total of 750 hits with the first search term and 11 with the second.
After applying the aforementioned filter criteria, the sample for the first search string
was 408 papers, and for the second search term 10 papers. After excluding the dupli-
cates, the sample went down to 391 papers. In the next step, the titles and abstracts
were manually analyzed to determine whether they fit the research question and indeed
have “data catalogs” as their research subject. Articles dealing with data catalogs in the
domains of medicine, politics, astronomy or geography were excluded, as they do not
deal with corporate and industrial contexts of use of data catalogs. Nevertheless, a few
articles from these research areas were retained if they contained information that could
be transferred to the entrepreneurial context. Since the titles and abstracts were often not
meaningful, we performed diagonal reading tominimize subjectivity. Here, the introduc-
tions, the conclusion of the articles, and the figure and table titles used were examined
with respect to the inclusion and exclusion criteria. A total of 45 articles remained. After
reading the full texts, a backward search resulted in six additional articles. After the
full-text screening, additional papers were removed from the sample that for instance
only described projects with happened to include data catalogs. The authors discussed
each paper of the initial sample, seeking a consensus within the research team to increase
the objectivity of the exclusion. In doing so, the final sample was reduced to 21 relevant
articles.
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Due to the limited amount of scientific literature on data catalogs in the enterprise
context, we broadened our search and explicitly included grey literature, esp. White
papers and research reports. After all, white papers and practice reports are considered
recognized explanations of practice, which can prepare qualitative expertise and recom-
mendations regarding a specific topic in a consolidated manner. Thus, adhering to stan-
dard guidelines for including grey literature in systematic literature reviews [32], we have
broadened our sample by including only grey literature with high credibility and high
outlet control. Our selection criteria exclude marketing documents from tool providers,
focusing solely on reports from reputable research institutes or established management
consultancies that are known for leveraging software- and data-driven projects. In addi-
tion to assessing the authority of the sources, our inclusion of grey literature was also
guided by the perceived objectivity of their statements. In this way, three additional
publications could be added. Due to length constraints, the literature sample compiled
is detailed in an external appendix, accessible via the following URL: http://bit.ly/49J
bbp5 (Fig. 1 illustrates the sample creation process).

Fig. 1. Illustration of the literature search process and sample creation

During the content analysis of the remaining papers [33], we inductively formed cat-
egories for the derivation of functional requirements, guided by the expertise within the
research team. According to the inductive technique, the abstraction level is successively
increased to develop theory-based main categories from a large number of groupings
from the available texts. Each researcher independently reviewed the articles in the cre-
ated sample, applying coding techniques and labeling the functionalities. These codes
were then collectively discussed by the research team to foster a shared understanding
and to collaboratively formulate the requirements. In this process, a total of 13 functional
requirements were derived.

4 Requirements for Enterprise Data Catalogs

The derived requirements have been grouped into the following six categories, each
represented by a unique identifier: metadata management (Requirements R1-4); data
inventory (Requirements R5-6), data governance (Requirements R7-9), interoperabil-
ity (Requirement R10), interface (Requirement R11), collaboration (Requirement R12),
intelligent automation (Requirement R13). The requirements were grouped based on

http://bit.ly/49Jbbp5
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their functional similarity during discussions within the researcher team. Figure 2 inte-
grates the requirements in a functional view on an enterprise data catalog, embedded
either in a data lake or in a data platform, based on [11]:

…

…

Fig. 2. Functional view on enterprise data catalogs

Data catalogs function as central indexed searchable sources for finding data [8,
24]. To ensure successful and seamless data set searches, robust search functionalities
should be integrated into data catalogs that enable users to find data objects for a specific
analytics purpose [22, 34]. In particular, the search for keywords, business terms, or
metadata should be offered. In addition, using functions that utilize a natural language
simplifies the search for data consumers of a non-technical domain [22, 25, 35]. This
includes, for example, full-text or semantic search (which is also used inGoogle searches)
to dealwith the content of search queries.Designations or titles of data sets, data domains,
or business units are first classified and then indexed, resulting in the display of data
relating to the content entered [23, 36].

In addition, the role-specific requirements of individual users should be included to
avoid missing necessary functionalities or integrating superfluous functions that hinder
the search [22]. This results in the following requirement:

R1: Enterprise data catalogs should be equipped with robust search functionality
to enable employees to identify needed data sets by entering, for example, keywords,
metadata, or full text, considering role-specific search requirements.

Furthermore, data catalogs should allow the user to enrich the recorded data objects
with complementary information to improve the findability of the data sets and to facil-
itate the search by giving additional clues about how data objects are related. Finally,
high information content promotes the user understanding of data sets and makes data
knowledgemore consumable. Accordingly, it should ideally be possible to associate data
with labels, identifiers, and to link them to a searchable source, which provides addi-
tional insights into the content and the characteristics of the data [8, 13, 20]. Essential for
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indexing is an adequate description of the information about the individual data objects,
whereby priority should be given, for example, to the descriptions’ completeness, sim-
plicity, and relevance. Based on this information, users can decide whether the data sets
are suitable for the respective analytics projects, so the description should be created
rather carefully [37]. Tagging functions also improve discoverability significantly [5,
13, 38]: The data is labeled, and it is determined on which level the previously defined
metadata variables or attributes are assigned to the respective data. [5, 15]. Depending
on the context of the use of the data catalog, data can be tagged at four levels: dataset
level (original source dataset), record level (for all data entries in the dataset), entity
level (for each data entry), and column level (individual columns in the dataset) [5]. This
results in the following requirement:

R2: Enterprise data catalogs should allow the linking of registered data objects by
data providers to adequate identifiers and appropriate indexes to ensure data discovery
and facilitate the evaluation of data sets by system users, particularly if the data catalog
consolidates data objects from different usage contexts.

Besides, data catalogs must support metadata documentation while supporting the
applicable metadata standards (if applicable). To enable reusability of data objects by
aligning enterprise and system-oriented views of data, a complete documentation of
metadata should be based on a conceptual (i.e., the context of the creation and the
application of the data), a logical (i.e., entities and their relationships to each other as
well as associated business objects and attributes) and a physical level (i.e., information
related systems, interfaces, data structures and attributes etc.) [8, 21]. Constructive here
would be the enrichment of the data with contextual information that can (1) describe
the operational context in terms of the domain or subject area in which the data operate,
on the one hand, and (2) characterize the technical context through technical details
regarding the data source or data set, on the other [5, 15, 36].

R3: Enterprise data catalogs should promote a unified understanding of data
sets for all user groups by documenting metadata on multiple levels, distinguishing
between the conceptual, logical, and physical documentation levels, in order to support
heterogeneous user groups in retrieving data.

Following common metadata standards is also recommended when designing data
catalogs. These can be public domain-independent metadata standards or ontologies
[8, 15]. Standards promote homogeneous access across heterogeneous descriptions and
support data interoperability at the user level [25]. In this way, the utility of data objects is
improved, and data consumers and producers are linked by building a common consensus
[15, 37]. This influences the interoperability of catalog systems and promotes compli-
ance with FAIR Principles [15]. Concerning the system infrastructure of data catalogs,
various metadata standards have already been established, which can be applied in com-
bination depending on the context of use. According to [8], these include theDublin Core
Schema (DC), the Data Catalog Vocabulary (DCAT), the ISO 11179-3 Metadata Reg-
istry Metamodel and Basic Attributes (MDR), and the CommonWarehouse Metamodel
(CWM). Consequently, the requirement is as follows:

R4: Enterprise data catalogs should support metadata standards to provide users
with adequate search results and seamless access to heterogeneous data sets.
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Implementing a business glossary offers advantages for the value and acceptance of
the data catalog among users. Clear business terms help to understand the context of the
use of the data objects and the data itself by employees of the departments [8, 15, 21,
24]. Business glossaries are central repositories containing key business terms agreed
upon by cross-functional subject matter experts [15]. On the one hand, company-wide
terms, objects, and attributes can be explained, and on the other hand, domain or business
unit-specific terms can be defined [21, 23]. To further optimize the interpretation of the
data and their usage environments, the createdmetadata here can also further be enriched
by additional context variables [15]. As a result of a better understanding, the data sets
can subsequently be used or adapted for other analysis projects, which is an essential
prerequisite for the reusability of the data sets.

R5: Enterprise data catalogs should be equipped with a complementary business
glossary to describe the data objects from an operational perspective to create a uniform
understanding regarding specific terms for all user groups and to prevent misinterpre-
tations, given the fact that the user groups come from different domains or companies
and have different expertise.

As integrated platforms that link the various data-oriented user groups (e.g., data
owners and data analysts) and enable informal information exchange, it also makes
sense to provide efficient data management functions in a centralized manner. These
include registration functionalities such as “data connectors” that enable the automatic
collection of metadata from source systems or “data imports” that independently import
the descriptions of data sets from data tables, which can significantly reduce time-
consuming tasks [23]. Furthermore, there are functions for data organization and man-
agement (curation of data) that enable, for example, annotations or tags, the creation of
metadata, or the labeling of security- and compliance-relevant data [34]. Adding tags or
compliance-related information can also influence catalog user collaboration by trans-
parently sharing knowledge and expertise and improving search results. This results in
the following requirement:

R6: Enterprise data catalogs should be equipped with a comprehensive range of
data management functions, such as data object registration and curation functions, to
facilitate the integration into, the administration of and navigation among the meta data
sets.

Data catalogs are commonly seen as necessary for the implementation of a data gov-
ernance. This in turn implies that the definition of an enterprise-wide data governance
in closely intertwined with the data catalog design. On the one hand, a data governance
fosters (or even enforces) compliance with internal and external data management regu-
lations and data protection guidelines and, on the other hand, can support the definition
of technical standards to ensure interoperability and thereby maximize data value [22,
23, 39]. In conclusion, data catalogs should fulfill prerequisites that contribute to the
implementation of the defined data governance [22]. In this field, the documentation of
ownership is an essential prerequisite for assessing responsibilities. This has two ben-
efits. Firstly, contact persons can be identified and contacted directly in case of error
occurrences or violations of the defined guidelines. Secondly, contact persons promote
collaboration between data consumers and data providers [5, 22]. In addition, knowl-
edge regarding ownership provides information on the relationships between data sets,
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allowing important insights to be derived for potential synergies [39]. Thus, ownership
representation creates transparency and establishes collaboration opportunities between
data consumers and providers. This way, contact persons can be accessed directly in case
of questions or problems. In addition, a role model acts as an important prerequisite for
system-wide collaboration, as tasks can be distributed and responsible users identified.
The following requirement is derived from this:

R7: Enterprise data catalogs should support clear and consistent data governance
structures, including unambiguous role models, ownership, and policies regarding data
quality and data provenance that act as an organizational framework to ensure the
responsible use and management of data sets.

Access control mechanisms are central for protecting sensitive data frommisuse and
complying with regulations [15, 34]. This is true for all data bases but data catalogs
in particular which is why their design should include data access functionality. This
can include automated workflows for approval processes and user authentication mech-
anisms [8, 15, 25, 40]. Such functionality ensures that the visibility of catalog content
needs to be unlocked by access requests and the assignment of appropriate access keys
[5, 41]. As amore recent development, Artificial Intelligence (AI) can be used to identify
sensitive or secret data by assigning attributes or to display data sets that are not acces-
sible to the user [15, 23, 24]. Another prerequisite for access control is the definition of
user groups and role-specific data authorization levels through which suitable approval
processes can be created [21, 23]: Data catalogs should document the approval history
and reasons for the access request to analyze the contexts of use of the data and trace
potential compliance violations [8].

R8: Enterprise data catalogs should be equipped with reliable mechanisms for role-
specific access controls, secure process flows, and usage policies that regulate data
usage, management, and access in terms of security and privacy and that allow only
authorized users to access data sets to prevent sensitive data from being misused.

In addition, data catalogs should ensure the quality and reliability of data and meta-
data through various functions. Ideally, the tools encourage the users to define quality
standards and measurable data quality metrics in advance and allow to continuously
check them later. This way, errors, deviations, and duplicates can be detected early after
launching a data catalog [23, 39]. Dashboards can also be a valuable tool for the support
of data quality management activities as they can graphically display quality metrics for
the selected data sets, visualize developments over time, and signal issues with alerting
mechanisms [23, 24]. It should also be possible to add new quality rules or modify
existing ones [23]. To ensure the quality of the data in the long term, the users need to
continue developing procedures for the maintenance and upkeep of the data sets, includ-
ing clear responsibilities for each individual process instance. By doing so, it can already
be ensured during the context of the design that the catalog system that it can provide
coherent and valuable data sets over the entire life cycle of the data catalog [15, 22].

R9: Enterprise data catalogs should provide adequate control mechanisms in the
form of qualitative standards, guidelines, and predefined quantitative data quality met-
rics that can be continuously reviewed to avoid unreliable or erroneous data objects
within the data catalog system.
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Furthermore, there is a need to embed data catalogs in existing infrastructures so
that data consumers have standardized access to distributed resource descriptions and
information systems [25, 38]. Two building blocks are necessary to ensure sufficient
interoperability. Firstly, data catalogs should be equipped with standardized application
programming interfaces (APIs) to access the source systems [8, 21, 35, 39]. Of particular
interest are interfaces to other data catalogs (especially in large organizations or data
ecosystem settings) and the functionality to connect with leading enterprise systems
(i.e., ERP, CRM, SCM, CRP, or MES) as well as with business intelligence tools [11].
Secondly, uniform standards, schemas, terminologies, and formal and comprehensively
applicable languages for the description of data sets and metadata should be used [15,
24, 25, 37].

R10: Enterprise data catalogs should incorporate standardized application pro-
gramming interfaces to query the data sets, their description, and metadata to facilitate
the integration into existing technical infrastructures and source systems and give access
to different functional units of an organization.

Since data catalogs should enable both technical and non-technical expert users to
access data, user-friendly graphical user interfaces (GUI) are a commonessential require-
ment. Ideally, those GUIs can be parameterized depending on the respective user role
[23]. Additionally, data catalogs can include visualization functionalities that advance an
understandable and descriptive representation of data sets, metadata, terminology, and
data sequences. Data flow diagrams or knowledge graphs have proven to be a viable tool
for this [22, 24]. Existing empirical research on data catalog suggests that data analysts
value graphical representations of entire metadata collections and logging of historical
queries to save users (especially inexperienced ones) the effort to develop queries [16].

In addition, data exploration and visualization tools can be used to display quality
metrics or other KPIs in dashboards. They support users in evaluating and analyzing the
data [8]. The visualization should enable the various user groups, especially data analysts,
to derive insights from the data sets recorded in the data catalog that can contribute to
data-related decision-making and the quality assessment and improvement of the data
objects.

R11: Enterprise data catalogs should foster digital interactions of data consumers
through intuitive digital user interfaces that meet the needs of non-technical user groups
and are thus customizable and allow visualization of data sets.

Another goal of data catalogs is to promote the collaboration between different
data users by providing functions for the exchange of practice-related knowledge and,
if necessary, its transfer to other data projects [23]. The progression of transparency
regarding the company’s existing data objects is crucial to developing a collaborative
environment. A characteristic of this is that data sets become traceable and findable for
the various user groups [24]. Comment, tagging or rating functions, as well as workflows
or discussion forums are useful for promoting communication and collaboration between
users of data catalogs [8, 22, 23]. In addition, chat functions can be helpful in establishing
direct contact with data owners or contacts and allow clarifying ambiguities or sharing
feedback regarding the quality or usefulness of the data [8, 22]. Functionalities for
registration, publication, search, filtering, and localization of data sets are additional
pillars for a successful data collaboration [35, 42, 43]. In this context, role-specific
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functions can be offered that support the fulfillment of the respective tasks and meet the
needs of the different user groups [22]. Possible functionalities would be the provision of
data preview to gain initial insights into the contents of data sets, the possibility to follow
data sets and receive notifications of changes, or recommendations based on previous
search queries or user behavior [8, 22, 34]. However, these functions should be provided
modularly to offer users only functions that clearly support the specific user role without
overstressing the user.

R12: Enterprise data catalogs should be modularly equipped with collaboration
and communication features that enable synergies between data-driven user groups and
promote collective decision-making so that users with different levels of knowledge and
experience can make better data-based decisions.

The analysis of the selected publications clearly shows that a high degree of automa-
tion is indispensable to achieve the sustainable performance of the data catalog by imple-
menting the previously presented requirements with sufficient performance. There are
various use cases for automation in data catalogs, particularly concerning data-driven
analysis projects. For example, processes can be automated by incorporating workflows
(e.g., approval processes for changes or access requests), or machine learning or arti-
ficial intelligence (AI) algorithms can be used in detecting anomalies and causes of
errors, analyzing data, or generating insights and recommendations regarding data sets
[8, 24]. Furthermore, data description, context enrichment, and metadata generation can
be supported using automated approaches. Here, the implementation of machine-based
dataset profiling techniques is recommended, with the option to automatically create
data profiles [36]. Regarding the principle of “reusability,” an automated documentation
of generated analyses results can further be used to derive lessons learned or leverage
analysis data for more advanced projects [8]. A nuanced reconstruction of the lineage of
data sets can also be recorded in an automated manner, increasing the transparency of
the origin of data objects and promoting trustworthiness in the data [23]. The automation
dimension indicates that support functions such as AI are needed to facilitate data reg-
istration and curation. Furthermore, this has the added benefit that company-wide data
catalogs become scalable without losing consistency or accuracy [22, 23, 44]. However,
it should be considered that the analytics methods often need to be tailored to the targeted
analysis contexts.

R13: Enterprise data catalogs should be equipped with intelligent automation func-
tions to reduce time-consuming and manual activities of data discovery, analysis, and
use on the part of data consumers and time-consuming and manual activities of data
management and maintenance on the part of data providers.

5 Conclusion

Enterprise data catalogs are a “hot topic” in practice to support metadata management.
This study elaborates and categorizes a set of 13 functional requirements systematically
derived from scientific literature and three practical studies. The main goal of this article
is to present a list of relevant functional requirements for practitioners who make deci-
sions on the implementation and tailoring of enterprise data catalogs, to improve their
design and increase their acceptance by potential users. The requirements support IT
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decision makers in designing and customizing data catalogs to support the integration
of data into software-intensive services [3, 4] for the facilitation of software-intensive
business operations.

Considering the structure and the priority of these requirements, they cover on a
foundational set of base requirements that are crucial for the overall functionality of
a data catalog. These are at least partially met by existing open-source or commercial
tools. The set of requirements also covers key technical functionalities for data storage,
access, and management. Without these, the more user-oriented ones would not work as
well, revealing also a natural hierarchy within the requirements set. The different target
groups (end users, system operations, database administrators, developers) and their use
cases build the foundation for sorting the requirements situationally.

We argue that while our focus originates from an enterprise context, the adoption of
data catalogs is also becoming increasingly relevant for non-commercial organizations
such as government institutions and nonprofit organizations. In this context, we consider
data catalogues as enablers for inter-organizational networks and data ecosystems. This is
exemplified in the existing data space or data cooperative initiatives to enable scenarios,
such as circular economy, which highly rely on sharing metadata resources at scale
[45, 46]. The derived functional requirements are not limited to a particular domain
or scenario, and can therefore be used in data-driven scenarios in different domains,
although specific tailoring might be necessary. It is also important to consider how the
nature of such ecosystems evolves when data catalogues become machine-readable,
enhanced by the natural language processing capabilities of current Large Language
Models (LLMs). Such advancements enable the connection, processing, and utilization
of data in these catalogues with minimal human intervention.

Furthermore, the requirements also help service providers and data catalog solution
providers with the integration and customizing of data catalogs. Hence, we are confi-
dent that the derived requirements support the value proposition deployment of software
companies that offer enterprise data catalogs as software products. Our requirements can
also be linked to the Fraunhofer ISST functional model, extending it with prescriptive
statements about the functionalities that data catalogs must provide [22]. The require-
ments can be used for context-specific benchmarks and act as a checklist for system
designs or development projects. In addition, the requirements provide a starting point
for future design-oriented research on data catalogs. To the best of our knowledge,
existing data catalog tools only cover the set of requirements only in a basic manner,
especially those focused on end-users (R11-R13). This highlights a significant gap that
needs to be addressed.

However, the requirements are mainly limited to the scientific literature, which at
this point in time, has done relatively little research on data catalogs. Thus, these results
present a synthesized knowledge of the literature but without integration of project
experience knowledge from the field. Since domain-specific restrictions (e.g., related to
interoperability, standardization or data governance) are not included, the requirements
catalog is not exhaustive. Yet, the presented requirements build a foundation for further
empirical research on the design of data catalogs capturing domain constraints.

Nevertheless, the requirements catalog should be validated and extended in further
studies, especially through empirical cases or the analysis of existingdata catalog systems
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in order to capture seemingly “trivial” requirements or requirements that reflect the
dynamics of the field [14]. The latter is a particular problem given the breathtaking speed
at which new AI solutions are introduced to the market which support IT-processes in
particular. Therefore, we expect that those reshape the functionality of data catalogs
and alter the elicited requirements significantly in the mid-term future. Given R1, it
can be assumed that search functionality can be expected to benefit considerably in the
near future by applying so called large language models that provide both a more user-
friendly natural language interface and can extract semantic similarities. Accordingly,
future studies should explore solution approaches for novelAI functions for data catalogs
for the new levels of data catalog automation, their effectiveness, shortcomings, and their
acceptance. In addition, future research can also explore best practices and strategies for
implementing enterprise data catalogs. Ideally, this is done by utilizing the action design
research approach in order to combine practical requirements, innovative solutions, and
theoretical rigor.
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